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IBEX’s new line of equipment stands makes your
installation easier with quick and simple assembly.  
Mount your HVAC units on our safe, sturdy stand
that can support up to 500 lbs.

IBEX stands elevate your equipment off the
ground to keep it away from damaging elements,
such as:

Resilient to landscaping
Snow buildup
Flooding
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IBEX ADVANTAGES

IBEX stands are meticulously engineered designs
overseen by industry experts, guaranteeing
compliance with the quality control protocols.
This commitment to excellence extends to the
thoughtful packaging, where all hardware
undergoes pre-assembly with hand-tightening for
effortless field installation. Confidently complete
stand assembly in under 10 minutes, maximizing
on-site labor efficiency.
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IBEX HVAC manufactures premium HVAC equipment
mounting solutions for residential and commercial
applications. Our user-centric designs ensure simplified
installation, minimizing on-site labor. We partner with
HVAC contractors through wholesale distribution to
deliver high-quality products nationwide, while fostering
open communication to stay ahead of evolving industry
needs.

Our commitment to material diversity ensures
unparalleled stability and durability for your mounted
equipment. We offer both lightweight aluminum and
robust powder-coated steel stands to cater to your
specific project requirements. Furthermore, IBEX stands
can be customized to perfectly integrate with your unique
design preferences, ensuring optimal functionality and a
seamless aesthetic.
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Benefits of powder coated steel 

When you should use powder coated steel stands: 

Powder-coated steel undergoes a multi-step process for superior
finish and longevity, including water rinsing, oil removal,
passivation, drying, and oven curing.
20% more weight capacity
Industry leading 1 in tube diameter adding strength and stability. 

Strength and load-bearing capacity
Help protect costly equipment 
Meet code requirements
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Powder Coated Steel Stands
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

1202 H:12"L:35"W:24"

1802 H:18"L:35"W:24"

2402 H:24"L:35"W:24"

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

1204 H:12"L:38"W:36"

1804 H:18"L:38"W:36"

2404 H:24"L:38"W:36"

Stands to fit any application
Vibration isolation pads included 
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Powder Coated Steel Stands

When to use them:

Adjustable width 
500 lbs capacity 

Single fan ductless
 outdoor units

Dual fan (tall) ductless
 outdoor units

Custom VRF 
Wide applications, 

AC Condensing unit

IBEX 1201

IBEX 1801

IBEX 2401

IBEX 1202

IBEX 1802

IBEX 2402

IBEX 1204

IBEX 1804

IBEX 2404

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

1201 H:12"L:35"W:20"

1801 H:18"L:35"W:20"

2401 H:24"L:35"W:20"
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Benefits of Aluminum

When you should use Aluminum stands: 

Lightweight
Rust resistant
Sleek and modern appearance
Unpainted, marine grade aluminum
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 Aluminum Stands

Harsh environmental conditions
Rooftop applications
Coastal installations
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 Aluminum Stands

Stands to fit any application
Vibration isolation pads included 

     www.ibexhvac.com
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

1202AL H:12"L:35"W:24"

1802AL H:18"L:35"W:24"

2402AL H:24"L:35"W:24"

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

1204AL H:12"L:38"W:36"

1804AL H:18"L:38"W:36"

2404AL H:24"L:38"W:36"

Single fan ductless
 outdoor units

Dual fan (tall) ductless
 outdoor units

Custom VRF 
Wide applications, 

AC Condensing unit

When to use them:

IBEX 1201

IBEX 1801

IBEX 2401

IBEX 1202

IBEX 1802

IBEX 2402

IBEX 1204

IBEX 1804

IBEX 2404

Adjustable width 
400 lbs capacity 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

1201AL H:12"L:35"W:20"

1801AL H:18"L:35"W:20"

2401AL H:24"L:35"W:20"
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When to use them

VRF Stands
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IBEX 1202

IBEX 1802

IBEX 2402

IBEX 1204

IBEX 1804

IBEX 2404

IBEX 1201

IBEX 1801

IBEX 2401

IBEX specializes in constructing commercial stands tailored for various
rooftop applications. For a quote, please provide the following
information:

Job name and location
Spec sheets of the equipment
Quantity of equipment
Layout of the equipment
Roof material

With these details in hand, we can design and
provide a quote for a stand system tailored to
your commercial project. Please send this
information via email to sales@ibexhvac.com,
and we'll promptly get to work on it.

Single fan ductless
 outdoor units

Dual fan (tall) ductless
 outdoor units

Wide applications, 
AC Condensing unit
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

WB300 L:34"H:18"D:23"

WB500 L:34"H:18"D:24"

Made from 3mm thick powder coated steel.
Max weight 400 lbs
Variable height configuration facilitates under-unit service access.
Powder-coated steel undergoes a multi-step process: water rinsing, oil removal,
passivation, drying, and oven curing.

Wall Brackets

Vibration isolation pads included
Built-in level
Mounting hardware included
Sliding, adjustable width supports
Variable height configuration facilitates
under-unit service access.
Powder-coated steel undergoes a multi-step
process: water rinsing, oil removal,
passivation, drying, and oven curing.

WB300 – max weight 300 lbs
WB500 – max weight 500 lbs
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

ACB-30" L:30"H:1.6"D:24"

ACB-36" L:36"H:1.6"D:27"

ACB-42" L:42"H:1.6"D:33"

ACB-48" L:48"H:1.6"D:39"

https://www.ibexhvac.com/
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

MB01
H:4"L:10"W:7"
Channel: 0.83"

MB02
H:4"L:10"W:7"
Channel: 1.6"

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

LP125 H:5"W:5"H:17"

LP250 H:10"W:5"H:17"

Mounting Blocks

Lineset Penetrations 

Mounting blocks offer a robust
foundation for HVAC components,
ensuring secure fastening,
minimizing vibrations, and reducing
noise for enhanced stability.

The roof inlet adapter provides an
effective solution to weatherproofing
linesets penetrating flat roofs. It
features inlet base holes for a stable
installation, and accommodates
different roof surface types.
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STAND WARRANTY
To the original owner of an IBEX stand, IBEX HVAC, Inc. warrants the base to be free of
defects in materials and workmanship for 2 years under the equipment under which it was
originally installed so long as the installing homeowner lives there. End user shall provide a
copy of receipt showing date of installation.

This warranty does not cover replacement labor cost, or any cost claim incident to the
defect, replacement, or reinstallation, nor field repair expenses. This warranty gives you
specific legal rights and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state. Some
states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the
above limitation of exclusion may not apply to you.

EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
IBEX HVAC, Inc. equipment stands are designed and manufactured to be used as bases for
light, ground supported equipment such as air conditioning condensers, swimming pool
filters and heat pumps. Use of IBEX HVAC Inc. stands for purposes other than those listed
above, or improper installation of IBEX HVAC Inc stands may result in stand failure. IBEX
HVAC., Inc disclaims any liability due to such misuse or improper installation

WARRANTY
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Contact Us

info@ibexhvac.com
201-683-7715
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